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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “I called this book Out of
Order because it reflects my goal, which is to share a different
side of the Supreme Court. Most people know the Court only
as it exists between bangs of the gavel, when the Court
comes to order to hear arguments or give opinions. But the
stories of the Court and the Justices that come from the ‘out
of order’ moments add to the richness of the Court as both a
branch of our government and a human institution.”—Justice
Sandra Day O’Connor From Justice Sandra Day O’Connor,
the first woman to sit on the United States Supreme Court,
comes this fascinating book about the history and evolution of
the highest court in the land. Out of Order sheds light on the
centuries of change and upheaval that transformed the
Supreme Court from its uncertain beginnings into the
remarkable institution that thrives and endures today. From
the early days of circuit-riding, when justices who also served
as trial judges traveled thousands of miles per year on
horseback to hear cases, to the changes in civil rights
ushered in by Earl Warren and Thurgood Marshall; from
foundational decisions such as Marbury v. Madison to
modern-day cases such as Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, Justice
O’Connor weaves together stories and lessons from the
history of the Court, charting turning points and pivotal
moments that have helped define our nation’s progress. With
unparalleled insight and her unique perspective as a historymaking figure, Justice O’Connor takes us on a personal
exploration, painting vivid pictures of Justices in history,
including Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., one of the greatest
jurists of all time; Thurgood Marshall, whose understated and
succinct style would come to transform oral argument; William
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O. Douglas, called “The Lone Ranger” because of his
impassioned and frequent dissents; and John Roberts, whom
Justice O’Connor considers to be the finest practitioner of
oral argument she has ever witnessed in Court. We get a rare
glimpse into the Supreme Court’s inner workings: how cases
are chosen for hearing; the personal relationships that exist
among the Justices; and the customs and traditions, both
public and private, that bind one generation of jurists to the
next—from the seating arrangements at Court lunches to the
fiercely competitive basketball games played in the Court
Building’s top-floor gymnasium, the so-called “highest court
in the land.” Wise, candid, and assured, Out of Order is a rich
offering of inspiring stories of one of our country’s most
important institutions, from one of our country’s most
respected pioneers. Praise for Out of Order “[A] succinct,
snappy account of how today’s court—so powerful, so
controversial and so frequently dissected by the
media—evolved from such startlingly humble and uncertain
beginnings.”—The New York Times “A brief and accessible
history of the nation’s highest court, narrated by a true
historical figure and a jurisprudential giant.”—The Boston
Globe “A vibrantly personal book [that] displays O’Connor’s
uncommon common sense, her dry wit and her reverence for
the nation’s institutions.”—Richmond Times-Dispatch “Full of
riveting anecdotes . . . a compact history . . . albeit a more
lighthearted, personality-filled one than you might find in a
high school classroom.”—Associated Press
Appointed by President Ronald Reagan in 1981, Sandra Day
OConnor was the first woman to be appointed to the
Supreme Court. This book celebrates the pioneering force
Ms. O'Connor had during her service in the Supreme Court
between 1981 - 2006. In 2009, her accomplishments were
honored when President Obama presented her with the
Presidential Medal of Freedom. A native Texan, Ms.
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O'Connor is considered to be a tough moderate conservative.
This book examines all aspects of Sandra Day OConnor's
life including her childhood, education, and early influences. A
timeline of events is included along with a glossary of terms
which defines history-specific terms. This bright and engaging
volume includes primary source photos, quote and excerpts
which round out his must-have book about this highly
important and worldly individual.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The intimate, inspiring,
and authoritative biography of Sandra Day O’Connor,
America’s first female Supreme Court justice, drawing on
exclusive interviews and first-time access to Justice
O’Connor’s archives—as seen on PBS’s American
Experience “She’s a hero for our time, and this is the
biography for our time.”—Walter Isaacson Finalist for the Los
Angeles Times Book Prize • Named One of the Best Books
of the Year by NPR and The Washington Post She was born
in 1930 in El Paso and grew up on a cattle ranch in Arizona.
At a time when women were expected to be homemakers,
she set her sights on Stanford University. When she
graduated near the top of her law school class in 1952, no
firm would even interview her. But Sandra Day O’Connor’s
story is that of a woman who repeatedly shattered glass
ceilings—doing so with a blend of grace, wisdom, humor,
understatement, and cowgirl toughness. She became the first
ever female majority leader of a state senate. As a judge on
the Arizona Court of Appeals, she stood up to corrupt lawyers
and humanized the law. When she arrived at the United
States Supreme Court, appointed by President Ronald
Reagan in 1981, she began a quarter-century tenure on the
Court, hearing cases that ultimately shaped American law.
Diagnosed with cancer at fifty-eight, and caring for a husband
with Alzheimer’s, O’Connor endured every difficulty with grit
and poise. Women and men who want to be leaders and be
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first in their own lives—who want to learn when to walk away
and when to stand their ground—will be inspired by
O’Connor’s example. This is a remarkably vivid and
personal portrait of a woman who loved her family, who
believed in serving her country, and who, when she became
the most powerful woman in America, built a bridge forward
for all women. Praise for First “Cinematic . . . poignant . . .
illuminating and eminently readable . . . First gives us a real
sense of Sandra Day O’Connor the human being. . . .
Thomas gives O’Connor the credit she deserves.”—The
Washington Post “[A] fascinating and revelatory biography . .
. a richly detailed picture of [O’Connor’s] personal and
professional life . . . Evan Thomas’s book is not just a
biography of a remarkable woman, but an elegy for a
worldview that, in law as well as politics, has disappeared
from the nation’s main stages.”—The New York Times Book
Review
In this lively autobiographical story, young Sandra displays
the forthright spirit that later helped her become the first
woman to serve on the U.S. Supreme Court. Sandra loves
the ranch where she lives with her mother and father. Most of
all, she loves to ride her pony, Chico. One afternoon, Sandra
and Chico ride far away from the house to visit a newborn
calf. She doesn?t watch where her horse is going, and soon
there is a huge rattlesnake in the path. Sandra?s quick
thinking gets them safely home. But she learns an important
lesson about taking care of herself and her horse -- and about
overcoming her fears. Gorgeous full-color paintings perfectly
capture the spare beauty of the Southwest and bring
Sandra?s adventure to thrilling life. Reinforced binding.
Sandra Day O'Connor, America's first woman justice, became
the axis on which the Supreme Court turned. She was called
the most powerful woman in America, and it was often said
that to gauge the direction of American law, one need look
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only to O'Connor's vote. Then, just one year short of a quarter
century on the bench, she surprised her colleagues and the
nation by announcing her retirement. Drawing on information
from once-private papers of the justices, hundreds of
interviews with legal and political insiders, and the insight
gained from nearly two decades of covering the Supreme
Court, Joan Biskupic examines O'Connor's remarkable
career, providing an in-depth account of her transformation
from tentative jurist to confident architect of American law.
The portrait that emerges is of a complex and multifaceted
woman: lawyer, politician, legislator, and justice, as well as
wife, mother, A-list society hostess, and competitive athlete.
To all appearances, she was the polite lady in pearls,
handbag on her arm. But in the back rooms of politics and the
law, she was a determined, focused strategist. O'Connor was
the feminist who, rather than rebel against the maledominated system, worked from within -- and succeeded. As
Biskupic demonstrates, Justice O'Connor became much more
than a "first." During her twenty-four-year tenure, she wrote
the decisions on some of the most controversial social battles
of our time. O'Connor's tie-breaking opinions on issues such
as abortion rights, affirmative action, the death penalty, and
religious freedom will have a lasting effect far into the future.
O'Connor also cast one of the five votes that cut off the
Florida recounts and allowed George W. Bush to take the
White House in the 2000 contested presidential election. With
an eye to the American people and a keen sense of public
attitudes, she worked behind the scenes to shape the law and
transform the legal standards by which future cases will be
decided. From O'Connor's isolated upbringing on the Lazy B
ranch in Arizona through her time as a state legislator to her
rise as a justice -- along the way confronting her own
personal challenges and crises, including breast cancer -Biskupic presents a vivid, astute depiction of the justice -- and
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of the woman beneath the black robe. In so doing, Sandra
Day O'Connor also provides an unprecedented look inside
the exclusive, famously secretive High Court.
The former Supreme Court justice shares stories about the
history and evolution of the Supreme Court that traces the
roles of key contributors while sharing the events behind
important transformations.
A biography that follows Sandra Day O'Connor from her
childhood on an Arizona ranch, through her days as a young
lawyer, to her appointment as the first female to be named to
the Supreme Court.

An incisive biography of the Supreme Court's
enigmatic Chief Justice, taking us inside the
momentous legal decisions of his tenure so far. John
Roberts was named to the Supreme Court in 2005
claiming he would act as a neutral umpire in deciding
cases. His critics argue he has been anything but,
pointing to his conservative victories on voting rights
and campaign finance. Yet he broke from orthodoxy
in his decision to preserve Obamacare. How are we
to understand the motives of the most powerful
judge in the land? In The Chief, award-winning
journalist Joan Biskupic contends that Roberts is
torn between two, often divergent, priorities: to carry
out a conservative agenda, and to protect the Court's
image and his place in history. Biskupic shows how
Roberts's dual commitments have fostered distrust
among his colleagues, with major consequences for
the law. Trenchant and authoritative, The Chief
reveals the making of a justice and the drama on this
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nation's highest court.
Biography of Sandra Day O'Connor, who challenged
gender stereotypes by becoming the first female
majority leader in the Arizona State Senate, and then
the first female associate justice on the United
States Supreme Court.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER WASHINGTON
POST BESTSELLER The author of the celebrated
Victory tells the fascinating story of the intertwined
lives of Sandra Day O’Connor and Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, the first and second women to serve as
Supreme Court justices. The relationship between
Sandra Day O’Connor and Ruth Bader
Ginsburg—Republican and Democrat, Christian and
Jew, western rancher’s daughter and Brooklyn
girl—transcends party, religion, region, and culture.
Strengthened by each other’s presence, these
groundbreaking judges, the first and second to serve
on the highest court in the land, have transformed
the Constitution and America itself, making it a more
equal place for all women. Linda Hirshman’s dual
biography includes revealing stories of how these
trailblazers fought for their own recognition in a maledominated profession—battles that would ultimately
benefit every American woman. She also makes
clear how these two justices have shaped the legal
framework of modern feminism, including
employment discrimination, abortion, affirmative
action, sexual harassment, and many other issues
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crucial to women’s lives. Sisters-in-Law combines
legal detail with warm personal anecdotes that bring
these very different women into focus as never
before. Meticulously researched and compellingly
told, it is an authoritative account of our changing
law and culture, and a moving story of a remarkable
friendship.
Discusses recent ideological shifts within the
Supreme Court, profiles controversial judges, and
analyzes the changing role of judicial power in
American government.
This is a collection of major decisions by Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor. Supreme court decisions are
in the public domain and are freely available at such
websites as supreme.justia.com and law.cornell.edu
On July 1, 1981, President Ronald Reagan
interviewed Sandra Day O'Connor as a candidate for
the United States Supreme Court. A few days later,
he called her. "Sandra, I'd like to announce your
nomination to the Court tomorrow. Is that all right
with you?" Scared and wondering if this was a
mistake, the little-known judge from Arizona was on
her way to becoming the first woman justice and one
of the most powerful women in the nation. Born in El
Paso, Texas, O'Connor grew up on the Lazy B, a
cattle ranch that spanned the Arizona-New Mexico
border. There she learned lifelong lessons about selfreliance, hard work, and the joy of the outdoors. Ann
Carey McFeatters sketches O'Connor's formative
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years there and at Stanford University and her
inability to find a job--law firms had no interest in
hiring a woman lawyer. McFeatters writes about how
O'Connor juggled marriage, a career in law and
politics, three sons, breast cancer, and the demands
of fame. In this second volume in the Women's
Biography Series, we learn how O'Connor became
the Court's most important vote on such issues as
abortion, affirmative action, the death penalty, the
role of religion in society, and the election of a
president, decisions that shaped a generation of
Americans.
As the leading voice of conservative pragmatism on
the Supreme Court, Justice Sandra Day O'Connor
has surprised both liberals and conservatives by
crafting new approaches to several areas of
American constitutional law. Much of the prior work
examining Justice O'Connor's Supreme Court record
has tried in vain to demonstrate that she stakes out
legal positions based on her gender. In this
comprehensive and systematic study, Robert W.
Van Sickel explores the full corpus of O'Connor's
opinions, as well as her various speeches, articles,
and work on the Arizona Court of Appeals. He
identifies a set of flexible yet consistent values that
pervade her decisions during the past fifteen years.
Best Book of 2020, National Law Journal The inspiring and
previously untold history of the women considered—but not
selected—for the US Supreme Court In 1981, Sandra Day
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O’Connor became the first female justice on the United
States Supreme Court after centuries of male appointments,
a watershed moment in the long struggle for gender equality.
Yet few know about the remarkable women considered in the
decades before her triumph. Shortlisted tells the overlooked
stories of nine extraordinary women—a cohort large enough to
seat the entire Supreme Court—who appeared on presidential
lists dating back to the 1930s. Florence Allen, the first female
judge on the highest court in Ohio, was named repeatedly in
those early years. Eight more followed, including Amalya
Kearse, a federal appellate judge who was the first African
American woman viewed as a potential Supreme Court
nominee. Award-winning scholars Renee Knake Jefferson
and Hannah Brenner Johnson cleverly weave together longforgotten materials from presidential libraries and private
archives to reveal the professional and personal lives of these
accomplished women. In addition to filling a notable historical
gap, the book exposes the tragedy of the shortlist. Listing and
bypassing qualified female candidates creates a false
appearance of diversity that preserves the status quo, a fate
all too familiar for women, especially minorities. Shortlisted
offers a roadmap to combat enduring bias and discrimination.
It is a must-read for those seeking positions of power as well
as for the powerful who select them in the legal profession
and beyond.
Follows Sandra Day O'Connor from her childhood on an
Arizona ranch, through her days as a young lawyer, to her
appointment as the first female named to the Supreme Court.
Examines the life of the first woman Supreme Court justice,
including her childhood, early career, and work as a judge.
An easy-to-read biography of Sandra Day O'Connor who, in
1981, became the first woman appointed a Supreme Court
justice.
A biography of the attorney who on September 25, 1981
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became the first woman justice on the United States Supreme
Court.
Traces the life and career of the first woman appointed a
Supreme Court justice
The modern law of search and seizure permits warrantless
searches that ruin the citizenry's trust in law enforcement,
harms minorities, and embraces an individualistic notion of
the rights that it protects, ignoring essential roles that properlyconceived protections of privacy, mobility, and property play
in uniting Americans. Many believe the Fourth Amendment is
a poor bulwark against state tyrannies, particularly during the
War on Terror. Historical amnesia has obscured the Fourth
Amendment's positive aspects, and Andrew E. Taslitz
rescues its forgotten history in Reconstructing the Fourth
Amendment, which includes two novel arguments. First, that
the original Fourth Amendment of 1791—born in political
struggle between the English and the colonists—served
important political functions, particularly in regulating
expressive political violence. Second, that the Amendment’s
meaning changed when the Fourteenth Amendment was
created to give teeth to outlawing slavery, and its focus
shifted from primary emphasis on individualistic privacy
notions as central to a white democratic polis to enhanced
protections for group privacy, individual mobility, and property
in a multi-racial republic. With an understanding of the
historical roots of the Fourth Amendment, suggests Taslitz,
we can upend negative assumptions of modern search and
seizure law, and create new institutional approaches that give
political voice to citizens and safeguard against unnecessary
humiliation and dehumanization at the hands of the police.

A biography of Sandra Day O'Connor who, in 1981,
became the first woman appointed as Supreme
Court justice.
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In this remarkable book, a national bestseller in
hardcover, Sandra Day O’Connor explores the law,
her life as a Supreme Court Justice, and how the
Court has evolved and continues to function, grow,
and change as an American institution. Tracing
some of the origins of American law through history,
people, ideas, and landmark cases, O’Connor
sheds new light on the basics, exploring through
personal observation the evolution of the Court and
American democratic traditions. Straight-talking,
clear-eyed, inspiring, The Majesty of the Law is more
than a reflection on O’Connor’s own experiences as
the first female Justice of the Supreme Court; it also
reveals some of the things she has learned and
believes about American law and life—reflections
gleaned over her years as one of the most powerful
and inspiring women in American history.
The bestselling motivational guide that
TheAtlantic.com calls "a rallying cry for women to get
the money they deserve." Why are women so often
overlooked and underpaid? What are the real
reasons men get raises more often than women?
How can women ask for--and actually get--the
money, the job, the recognition they deserve?
Prompted by her own experience as cohost of
Morning Joe, Mika Brzezinski asked a wide range of
successful women to share the critical lessons they
learned while moving up in their fields. Power
players such as Facebook's Sheryl Sandberg,
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Senator Elizabeth Warren, Harvard's Victoria
Budson, comedian Susie Essman, and many more
shared their surprising personal stories. They spoke
candidly about why women are paid less and the
pitfalls women face--and play into. Now expanded to
address gender dynamics in the #MeToo era, Know
Your Value blends compelling personal stories with
the latest research on why many women don't
negotiate their compensation, why negotiating
aggressively usually backfires, and what can be
done about it. For any woman who has ever
wondered if her desire to be liked can be a liability
(yes), if there is a way to reclaim her contribution
after it's been co-opted in a meeting (yes), and if
there are strategies men use to get ahead that
women should too (yes!), Know Your Value provides
vital advice to help women be their own best
advocates.
The remarkable story of Sandra Day O’Connor’s
family and early life, her journey to adulthood in the
American Southwest that helped make her the
woman she is today: the first female justice of the
U.S. Supreme Court and one of the most powerful
women in America. “A charming memoir about
growing up as sturdy cowboys and cowgirls in a time
now past.”—USA Today In this illuminating and
unusual book, Sandra Day O’Connor tells, with her
brother, Alan, the story of the Day family, and of
growing up on the harsh yet beautiful land of the
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Lazy B ranch in Arizona. Laced throughout these
stories about three generations of the Day family,
and everyday life on the Lazy B, are the lessons
Sandra and Alan learned about the world, selfreliance, and survival, and how the land, people, and
values of the Lazy B shaped them. This fascinating
glimpse of life in the Southwest in the last century
recounts an important time in American history, and
provides an enduring portrait of an independent
young woman on the brink of becoming one of the
most prominent figures in America.
This work analyses the judicial contributions of
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, the first woman to sit
on the US Supreme Court. It describes how she
used accommodationist decision-making strategies
to influence the development of both constitutional
law and the Court's norms of collegiality. --from
publisher description.
This is a collection of major concurrences and
dissents by Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor. Supreme court decisions are in the public
domain and are freely available at such websites as
supreme.justia.com and law.cornell.edu
A Pulitzer Prize-winning correspondent with
unprecedented access to the inner workings of the
U.S. Supreme Court chronicles the personal
transformation of a legendary justice From 1970 to
1994, Justice Harry A. Blackmun (1908-1999) wrote
numerous landmark Supreme Court decisions,
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including Roe v. Wade, and participated in the most
contentious debates of his era-all behind closed
doors. In Becoming Justice Blackmun, Linda
Greenhouse of The New York Times draws back the
curtain on America's most private branch of
government and reveals the backstage story of the
Supreme Court through the eyes and writings of this
extraordinary justice. Greenhouse was the first print
reporter to have access to Blackmun's extensive
archive and his private and public papers. From this
trove she has crafted a compelling narrative of
Blackmun's years on the Court, showing how he
never lost sight of the human beings behind the legal
cases and how he was not afraid to question his own
views on such controversial issues as abortion, the
death penalty, and sex discrimination. Greenhouse
also tells the story of how Blackmun's lifelong
friendship with Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
withered in the crucible of life on the nation's highest
court, revealing how political differences became
personal, even for the country's most respected
jurists. Becoming Justice Blackmun, written by
America's preeminent Supreme Court reporter,
offers a rare and wonderfully vivid portrait of the
nation's highest court, including insights into many of
the current justices. It is a must-read for everyone
who cares about the Court and its impact on our
lives.
Describes her childhood on a ranch in Arizona, her education,
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her career as a lawyer and state senator from Arizona, her
marriage and family, and her appointment as the first woman
member of the Supreme Court.
On a ranch in the American Southwest, Sandra longs for a
pet but each time she tries to adopt a wild animal, she
concludes that it will be better off where it belongs.
A biography of the former Arizona state senator and judge
who in 1981 became the first woman ever appointed a justice
of the United States Supreme Court.
A biography of Sandra Day O'Connor, the first woman
Supreme Court justice, which includes her childhood, her
early legal career, and her life since her appointment.
The first female justice of the U.S. Supreme Court describes
her early life and experiences growing up on a cattle ranch in
Arizona and how the land, people, and values she learned
shaped her life.
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